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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR COMPUTING LOCATION OF A MOVING

BEACON USING TIME DIFFERENCE OF ARRIVAL AND MULTI-

FREQUENCIES

Description

Technical Field

The present invention relates to a radio beacon

location computing apparatus and method for determining

the location of a radio beacon; and, more particularly,

to a radio beacon location computing apparatus that can

determine the location of a radio beacon by receiving

signals transmitted from the radio beacon at a plurality

of base stations and using Time Difference Of Arrival

(TDOA) information and phase difference information of

the received signals, and a method thereof.

Background Art

A general method of tracing the location of a radio

beacon will be described hereinafter with reference to

the accompanying drawings .

Fig. 1 is an exemplary view showing a typical radio

beacon location computing system.

Referring to Fig. 1 , a radio beacon 100 transmits

signals in two or more frequencies fl and f2, which are

independent from each other. Then, at least three base

stations 111, 112 and 113 receive the signals in the two

frequencies, extract phase differences ∆Φ1 , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3

based on a transmission distance in phase difference

calculator 141, 142 and 143, and computes the location of

the radio beacon 100 in the location computing server 120

based on the extracted phase differences to thereby

compute and determine the location of the radio beacon

100.

Generally, the method that a radio beacon transmits



signals in two or more frequencies and base stations

receive the radio signals and compute a distance by

calculating a phase difference based on a frequency

interference phenomenon has a problem that the

calculation for acquiring a distance between a base

station and a radio beacon produces a plurality of

solutions where the phase differences between the two

frequencies are ∆Φ, 2π+∆Φ, 4π+∆Φ,... due to ambiguity of

a phase repeating at a period of 2π .
Accordingly, the conventional radio beacon location

tracing method using more than two different frequencies

and a phase difference thereof has a limited coverage,

which is an area where the phase difference between the

two frequencies is smaller than 2π . Thus, the

conventional method cannot be applied to an environment

where the coverage is larger than the phase difference of

the two frequencies, i.e., 2π .
Hereinafter, the conventional radio beacon location

computing method using two frequencies will be described

with reference to Fig. 2 .

Fig. 2 is a diagram illustrating ambiguity in

location computation (positioning ambiguity) caused by

phase ambiguity.

One radio beacon (TS) 100 transmits radio signals

by using two frequencies, and base stations RSl, RS2 and

RS3 111, 112 and 113 covering the area where the radio

beacon 100 is disposed measure the phase difference

between the two frequencies and computes the distance to

the radio beacon 100. The measured phase differences ∆Φ1 ,

∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3 correspond to distances Rl, R2 and R3 210,

220 and 230, respectively. When circles are drawn by

taking the distances as radiuses, an intersection 240

where the three circles meet is determined as the

location of the radio beacon 100.

However, when it is assumed that only the base



station RSl 111 has phase ambiguity, it is possible to

predict that the radio beacon 100 exists at a location

where the phase difference of the two frequencies is

2π+∆Φl . Thus, a circle having a distance R l 211

corresponding to 2π+∆Φl as its radius can be drawn. This

method yields a solution of another location 250 where

circles having the distances R2 and R3 220 and 230 from

the base station RS2 112 and the base station RS3 113

meet .

Therefore, there is a problem that the accurate

location of the radio beacon 100 cannot be detected in an

area where the phase difference between the two

frequencies is larger than 2π .
To sum up, since the conventional location

computing method using more than two frequencies and

phase difference at a location where the frequencies

arrive may produce a plurality of solutions due to the

phase ambiguity, it should be used within an area where

the phase difference between the two frequencies is less

than 2π . The limitation in distance draws back the

location computation of a radio beacon from enlarging

into an area where the phase difference between the two

frequencies is larger than 2π .

Disclosure

Technical Problem

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention

to provide a radio beacon location computing apparatus

that can compute the location of a radio beacon without

limitation in distance by using Time Difference Of

Arrival (TDOA) to resolve a phase ambiguity problem

occurring in a location computing method using multiple

frequencies, and a method thereof.

Other objects and advantages of the present



invention can be understood by the following description,

and become apparent with reference to the embodiments of

the present invention. Also, it is obvious to those

skilled in the art to which the present invention

pertains that the objects and advantages of the present

invention can be realized by the means as claimed and

combinations thereof.

Technical Solution

In accordance with one aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a method for computing a

location of a radio beacon by using Time Difference Of

Arrival (TDOA) and multiple frequencies, comprising the

steps of: a ) receiving signals of multiple frequencies in

a plurality of base stations from the radio beacon and

acquiring arrival time (tl, ..., tn) of the received

signals; b ) receiving phase differences ∆Φl , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3

of the multi-frequency signals from the base stations; c )

acquiring calculation distances (Rl, ..., Rn) based on

the phase differences; d ) removing phase ambiguity from

the calculation distances by using the arrival time; and

e ) determining the location of the radio beacon based on

the calculation distances deprived of the phase ambiguity.

In accordance with one aspect of the present

invention, there is provided a system for computing a

location of a radio beacon by using time difference of

arrival and multiple frequencies, comprising: a plurality

of base stations configured to receive signals of

multiple frequencies transmitted from the radio beacon,

and detect and output phase differences and arrival time;

and a location computing server configured to receive the

phase differences and the arrival time outputted from the

respective base stations, acquire calculation distances

based on the phase differences, remove phase ambiguity



from the calculation distances based on the arrival time,

and compute the location of the radio beacon.

Advantageous Effects

The apparatus and method of the present invention

can compute the location of a radio beacon without

limitation in distance by receiving signals of multiple

frequencies transmitted from the radio beacon at a

plurality of base stations and using Time Difference Of

Arrival (TDOA) along with phase difference of the

multiple frequency signals to remove phase ambiguity from

distance acquired from calculation based on phase

difference.

Description of Drawings

The above and other objects and features of the

present invention will become apparent from the following

description of the preferred embodiments given in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an exemplary block view illustrating a

typical radio beacon location computing system;

Fig. 2 is an exemplary diagram illustrating

ambiguity in location calculation (positioning ambiguity)

caused by phase ambiguity;

Fig. 3 is an exemplary block view illustrating a

radio beacon location computing system using Time

Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) and multiple frequencies in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 is a flowchart describing a radio beacon

location computing method using time difference of

arrival and multiple frequencies in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 5 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a phase



ambiguity removing process in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode for the Invention

Other objects and aspects of the invention will

become apparent from the following description of the

embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings,

which is set forth hereinafter. Also, when it is

considered that detailed description on a related art to

which the present invention pertains may obscure the

points of the present invention, the description will not

be provided herein. Hereinafter, specific embodiments of

the present invention will be described with reference to

the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 3 is an exemplary block view illustrating a

radio beacon location computing system using Time

Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) and multiple frequencies in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to Fig. 3 , the radio beacon location

computing system includes a radio beacon (TS) 310, a

plurality of base stations RSl, RS2 and RS3 320, and a

location computing server 330.

The radio beacon 310 transmits signals in two

frequencies fl and f2.

The base stations 320 receive the signals of two

frequencies fl and f2 transmitted from the radio beacon

310, and detects and outputs phase differences and

arrival time of the received signals.

The location computing server 330 receives the

phase differences ∆Φ1 , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3 and arrival time tl,

t2 and t3 of the signals transmitted from the base

stations RSl, RS2 and RS3 and computes the location of

the radio beacon 310.

The base stations 320 include a receiver 321, a



phase difference calculator 322, and an arrival time

detector 323. The receiver 321 is configured to receive

the signals transmitted from the radio beacon 310 through

an antenna, modulate the signals, and output the

modulated signals. The phase difference calculator 322

calculates phase differences between the signals of the

two frequencies fl and f2 outputted from the receiver 321

based on a frequency interference phenomenon. The

arrival time detector 323 receives the signals of the two

frequencies fl and f2 transmitted from the receiver, and

detects and outputs the arrival time of the received

signals .

Fig. 4 is a flowchart describing a radio beacon

location computing method using time difference of

arrival and multiple frequencies in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

At step S400, a plurality of base stations RSl, RS2

and RS3 receive radio signals of two frequencies fl and

f2 are received from a radio beacon.

At step S410, the base stations RSl, RS2 and RS3

detect arrival time tl, t2 and t3 of the received signals,

and output the arrival time tl, t2 and t3 to the location

computing server. Along with the arrival time tl, t2 and

t3, at step S450, phase differences ∆Φ1 , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3 of

the signals of two frequencies are calculated and

outputted to the location computing server.

At step S420, the location computing server

calculates and acquires time difference of arrival ∆tl,
∆t2 and ∆t3 based on the arrival time tl, t2 and t3 and

the following Equation 1.

∆t l = tl-t2

∆t2 = t2-t3

∆t3 = t3-tl Eq. 1



where tl denotes arrival time taken for a signal to

arrive at a base station RSl; t2 arrival time taken for a

signal to arrive at a base station RSl; and t3 arrival

time taken for a signal to arrive at a base station RSl.

Subsequently, the location computing server

determines a predicted location (X', Y') of the radio

beacon by using at least two distances among the

distances at step S440.

Meanwhile, the location computing server calculates

propagation distances based on the inputted phase

differences ∆Φ1 , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3 along with the steps S420

and S440 and acquires calculation distances Rl, R2 and R3

at step S460.

Subsequently, at step S470, the location computing

server removes phase ambiguity from the calculation

distances Rl, R2 and R3 based on the predicted location

(X', Y') which is acquired from the predicted distances dl,

d2 and d3 . The process of removing the phase ambiguity

from the calculation distances will be described in

detail with reference to Fig. 5 .

At step S460, the location computing server

determines the location of the radio beacon based on the

calculation distances Rl, R2 and R3 which are deprived of

the phase ambiguity.

Fig. 5 is an exemplary diagram illustrating a phase

ambiguity removing process in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to Fig. 5 , the calculation distances Rl,

R2 and R3 510, 520 and 530 are acquired from calculation

based on the measured phase differences ∆Φl , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3.

When circles are drawn to have the calculation distances

as radiuses, the intersection point where the

circumferences of the three circles meet is predicted as

the location 570 of the radio beacon.

However, when it is assumed that a base station RSl



has phase ambiguity, the location of the radio beacon may

be predicted to be Rl' 511 where the phase difference

between the two frequencies is 2π+∆Φl .

Therefore, when a circle having a calculation

distance Rl' 511 corresponding to 2π+∆Φl as a radius is

drawn from the base station RSl, a solution is detected

at another location 580 where the circles of the

calculation distances R2 520 and R3 530 predicted at the

base stations RS2 and RS3, respectively, meet.

In short, when it is assumed that the base station

RSl has a phase ambiguity, one of the circles of the

calculation distances Rl 510 and Rl' 511 obtained based

on the phase difference ∆Φ1 should be selected.

Herein, in the present invention, one among the

redundant solutions obtained due to the phase ambiguity

is selected as a calculation distance based on the

predicted location, which is obtained based on the

distances acquired from calculation based on the time

difference of arrival.

When it is assumed that there are a plurality of

solutions due to phase ambiguity in the calculation

distances, a calculation distance closer to the predicted

location (X', Y') 590 acquired by using the distance is

selected. In other words, the phase ambiguity is removed

by determining the calculation distance Rl 510 which is

close to the predicted location (X', Y') 590 is determined

as a calculation distance in the present embodiment.

Therefore, the calculation distances from the radio

beacon to the base stations RSl, RS2 and RS3 are

determined to be Rl 510, R2 520 and R3 530, and the

location of the radio beacon is determined based on

triangulation. To sum up, a point where the three

circles formed by the calculation distances R l 510, R2

520 and R3 530 is finally determined as the location 570

of the radio beacon.



The method of the present invention described above

may be realized as a program and stored in computer-

readable recording media, such as CD-ROM, RAM, ROM,

floppy disks, hard disks, magneto-optical disks, and the

like. Since the process can be easily implemented by

those of ordinary skill in the art to which the present

invention pertains, it will not be described in detail

herein.

While the present invention has been described with

respect to certain preferred embodiments, it will be

apparent to those skilled in the art that various changes

and modifications may be made without departing from the

scope of the invention as defined in the following claims,

Industrial Applicability

The present invention is applied to a system for

detecting the location of radio beacons.



What is claimed is;

1 . A method for computing a location of a radio

beacon by using Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) and

multiple frequencies, comprising the steps of:

a ) receiving signals of multiple frequencies in a

plurality of base stations from the radio beacon and

acquiring arrival time (tl, ..., tn) of the received

signals ;

b ) receiving phase differences ∆Φ1 , ∆Φ2 and ∆Φ3 of

the multi-frequency signals from the base stations;

c ) acquiring calculation distances (Rl, , Rn)

based on the phase differences;

d ) removing phase ambiguity from the calculation

distances by using the arrival time; and

e ) determining the location of the radio beacon

based on the calculation distances deprived of the phase

ambiguity.

2 . The method as recited in claim 1 , wherein the

step d ) includes the steps of:

dl) calculating Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA)

(∆tl,..., ∆tn) to the radio beacon based on the arrival

time; and

d2 ) removing the phase ambiguity from the

calculation distances by using the time difference of

arrival.

3 . The method as recited in claim 2 , wherein the

step d2 ) includes the steps of:

d21) calculating distance (dl2 ,...,din )

corresponding to the arrival time; and

d22) removing phase ambiguity from the calculation

distance based on the distance.



4 . The method, wherein the step d22) includes

the steps of:

calculating a predicted location of the radio

beacon based on the distance; and

removing phase ambiguity from the calculation

distance based on the distance.

5 . The method as recited in claim 2 , wherein a

solution close to the distance is selected as a

calculation distance among redundant solutions of the

calculation distance produced due to the phase ambiguity

in the step d2 ).

6. A system for computing a location of a radio

beacon by using Time Difference Of Arrival (TDOA) and

multiple frequencies, comprising:

a plurality of base stations configured to receive

signals of multiple frequencies transmitted from the

radio beacon, and detect and output phase differences and

arrival time; and

a location computing server configured to receive

the phase differences and the arrival time outputted from

the respective base stations, acquire calculation

distances based on the phase differences, remove phase

ambiguity from the calculation distances based on the

arrival time, and compute the location of the radio

beacon.

7 . The system as recited in claim 6 , wherein the

base stations include:

a receiver configured to receive signals

transmitted from the radio beacon and output the received

signals;

a phase difference calculator configured to

calculate and output phase difference of the received



signals; and

an arrival time detector configured to detect and

output the arrival time of the received signals.

8 . The system as recited in claim 5 , wherein the

location computing server calculates time difference of

arrival based on the arrival time, and removes the phase

ambiguity from the calculation distance by using the time

difference of arrival.

9 . The system as recited in claim 8 , wherein the

location computing server calculates a distance

corresponding to the time difference of arrival, and

removes the phase ambiguity from the calculation distance

by using the distance.
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